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Welcome to Surviving at Conventions E-Book!
 

I love conventions and every convention 
is a unique experience. I really want to 
help make your first convention easy 

and wonderful, and one of the problems 
we face is that a convention can be a 

difficult place to make friends and feel 
at home. I love to welcome new people 
into fandom, and I want you to feel 

welcome too!

I hope you have a great time and 
don't hesitate to say hello! 
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A Very Quick Breakdown of 
Conversation Mechanics 

A conversation has several steps that can be 
seen as a series of choices. It needs to be 
opened, and then established, and then if you 
wish to leave or conclude the conversation, it 
helps to be aware of a couple of easy ways to 

leave as well. 

I really want to stress, you don't owe your time 
or space to anyone. You can open a conversation 

and leave whenever you need, and the other 
person also can leave if they need to. Social 
convention is that we might say some parting 

words to ease confusion, but if you need to leave 
for whatever reason, just leave. 

Conversations are a negotiation of information. 
The trick is trying to keep it interesting for 
you and the other person, and conventions can 

help make conversations easy!



Conversation Chart Key 

Greeting! 

Hi, Hello, How are 
you going? Whatsup? 

Yo, Greetings!

Have you.....? 
I loved....?

Did you go to...?
What did you think of...?

Are you going to ...?
Your T-shirt is cool...

Did you also like...?
Which one ....

Why...?
What about...?
I had not ...?

Cya! 
Bye! 

Thanks!
I gotta ...



Greetings

Greetings can be the hardest part, and you can 
also skip greetings and just launch into an 

opening question. Greetings can be hi, hello, hey, 
how are you going, how's things? Greetings may 
seem like they're not very useful, however it 
does allow your intended conversationalist a 

moment to be aware that you're going to talk to 
them. As a hearing aid user, I know I appreciate 

those few moments.



Opening Statements

Opening Statements should be based around 
something you have in common that the other 

person might have an opinion on. Context is very 
useful, and conventions provide a LOT of 
context. Usually there are some Guests of 

Honour, or perhaps you are standing in front of 
a pile of books, or you notice the person has a 

comment-worthy T shirt or badge. 

Suggested phrases: 

Have you read any of <Guest of Honour's> stuff 
before?  

I loved that book, have you read this one too? 

What did you think about that panel? 

What did you think? 

Are you going to the masquerade? 

Love your T shirt, what's it from?



Exploratory Question

After the opening question, your intended 
conversationalist should have responded, and you 
need to take the cue from what they said. You 
need to be able to put forth an opinion of your 

own. While encouraging people to talk about 
themselves is great, you do occasionally need to 
say a few words of your own as well for it to 

be a conversation and not an interview. A lot of 
these questions are context sensitive but if you 
have the sentence framework ready to go, it 
can be easy to insert the right key phrase.

Did you like that one more?

Which one did you like best?

What did you think of the sequel? 

Have you also seen or read XXX? 

I really liked that, what did you think? 



How to Leave a Conversation

You don't owe any one an explanation, you can just 
leave if you wish. However this can be seen as a 
rejection of your conversationalist. If you would 
like to talk to them again in future, then add a 

sentence or two before you leave. You can make it 
as vague or specific as you like.

 
Key sentence: I'm sorry, I have to go.

Polite reasons:
I need to check my messages/phone/committee.

I need to go powder my nose
 

Thanks for that, it was really interesting but I 
need to head off now.

Pretty cool stuff. 

I'm exhausted from so much social interaction, 
but it was great to talk to you for a bit.

Finish with:
I will see you later! 



Convention 
Walkthrough 

Goal: Make it to Midnight without hitting 
0 Conversation Points and Going Home Early!

Conversation Points: 50

Inventory: 
Smartphone with Program and Registration, 

Can of Soft drink, 
$50 Cash, Surviving Swancon Guide 

You will need a 1D6



Convention! Points Current
Reception Desk
Foyers
Opening Ceremony 
Follow The Herd
A Wild Conversation Appears!
The Guest of Honour Reads
Traders Exploration!
Eats or Sleeps?
Evening Song
Too Many Options, Let the Dice Decide!

SCORE: 
DID YOU STAY FOR THE WHOLE FIRST DAY?
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Welcome New Character! 

Front Desk:
The front desk is where you show your registration QR code, either 
printed or on your phone, and the volunteers hand you your name tag. 
If you register shortly before the con, you may need to wait a few 

minutes while they print it out and prepare it for you. There can be a 
lot of people at the front desk, and you may need to queue and be 

patient. Once you have your name tag and registration is complete, you 
are welcome into the convention.

Roll your 1d6
Rolled 1 – 2: “Hi, I've already registered, here's my barcode” -5CP
Rolled 3 – 4: “Oops, sorry I knocked you” “yeah, no worries” PLUS 

registration discussion. -10CP 
Rolled 5 – 6: One long conversation: “I can't find you in the system” “Oh 
I haven't registered yet” “Ok, can you please do that here and we'll get 

you sorted out…” -15CP  

Foyer:
The Foyer is often central to the panel rooms. It is possible there will 
be stalls and people catching up. People may be in cosplay, or setting up 
an area for their stall. There will be a table somewhere with books for 
people to borrow or swap during the convention, and other interesting 
things hiding around the place. Now is your chance to explore the area, 
see where the panel rooms are, where the family room is, locate the 
toilets and also find quiet areas for downtime. Every convention is 

unique in what the community chooses to do. Take the time to check it 
all out!

Roll your 1D6
Rolled a 1 – 2: You spot some one you would rather not see, and head in 

the other direction -5CP
Rolled a 3 – 4: Another person with a cool t shirt walks by and you 

accidentally mutter “Great T shirt…” and they stop and thank you for 
the compliment/tell you where when and how they got it made. -10CP
Rolled a 5 – 6: LURK MODE ENGAGED, NO CONVERSATIONS. +5CP



Opening Ceremony:
You start drinking your soft drink and follow some people into the 

largest panel room, and take a seat down the back. During the 
Opening Ceremony, some key people will be introduced, such as 

Guests of Honour and Committee Members. They will have 
different coloured badges. If there is a Welcome Committee 
program, they will also have a different coloured badge, and will 

stand at some point so you can see who they are. These people are 
open to random questions and happy to help at any moment. Once 
the Opening Ceremony finishes, there will be a Welcome to Your 

First Convention panel. Both combined will take 50 minutes. 
CONVERSATION POINTS: 0

Follow the Herd:
You follow some people into a panel room. Unsure if you're going to 
enjoy the discussion or not, you find yourself in a panel about one 
of your favourite TV shows. Three people sitting behind a table 
with microphones start a discussion on the current season versus 
previous seasons, and you settle in to watch. You ask a question the 

panellists like and it diverts them for the next fifteen minutes. You 
go out into the Main Area along with most of the people in the 

room. 
CONVERSATION POINTS: -10CP (YOU ASKED A QUESTION OF THE 

PANEL AND THEY LIKED IT)

A Wild Conversation Appears! 
A panelist comes up to discuss further the point you made. They 

liked the idea and are considering it from other angles. 
Rolled 1 � 2 Very quick conversation, generally appreciative -5CP

Rolled 3 � 4 Several minutes long, you both questions and chatted -
10CP 

Rolled 5 � 6: An intense chat with great potential for more 
discussion. Not sure you want it to end but a workshop that you 

wanted to attend is about to start �  -15CP  



The Guest of Honour Reads!  
Someone else is doing the talking! Awesome! You settle in to your 
chair and let the Author sooth you with an excerpt from their 

book. You realise they're amazing, and that you read all of their books 
and you NEED to buy a book and ask them to sign it for you. 

Someone dressed as a character from the book offers you a little 
bit of champagne and a cupcake with a dragon in the icing. Reading 
the program, you find their signing panel is tomorrow. You get 15 

Conversation points back. 
LURK MODE ENGAGED.  +15CP

Trader Exploration:
It's a meal time, so there's no panels. You find the trader stalls in 

either the foyer, or their own room, or sometimes both. You check 
out the stalls, noticing that someone is selling massive plushy toys 
from your favourite phone game. Someone else is selling T shirts 
with obscure references to every science fiction TV show you can 
remember. A Powerpuff Girl walks past. Three people are arguing 
about a Star Trek reference in front of a stall of books. That 
Guests of Honour is standing near stacks of their own books and 
signing them. Do you talk to anyone? Do you mention you like their 

shirts? 
Rolled 1 - 2: Very quick conversation -5CP

Rolled 3 - 4: Several minutes long, you asked questions and they 
asked questions -10CP 

Rolled 5 - 6: You sidle over to the Author and buy a book then hover 
anxiously while they finish their conversation with the other person. 
Your throat dries up but the Author gives you a welcoming smile and 
asks you some questions and you find them easy to talk to! They are 
delighted to sign the new book and the signature has a personalised 

sentence referring to your discussion! -15CP  



Eats or Sleeps: 
Someone wandering past invites everyone to a meal, and the panellist 

you were talking to earlier encourages you to come too.
Rolled 1 - 2: Decide you need to recuperate for a bit from all the 

talking. Hide in a corner, take some deep breaths. Read your 
programme or the Surviving Swancon Guide.  +10CP

Rolled 3 - 4: Mutter yes and amble along, sit quietly and listen while 
eating. -10CP 

Rolled 5 � 6: Enjoy the meal, and start a massive discussion with that 
panellist about that thing. 20 Conversation points. You love it but 

you're exhausted by it too.  �  -20CP  

Evening Song: 
Description: You return to the convention, and check out the after-
dinner program. Some of them seem a bit more adult, and there 
might be some consumption of alcohol. Lured but the sounds of 

singing, you lurk closer to a panel room, only to realise the lyrics are 
not quite what you expected. The tune sounds familiar but you've 

never heard a version with Doctor Who mentioned before. You find 
yourself in a panel, and someone hands you a sheet of paper with 
lyrics and you find it far too easy to just start singing too. What 

magic is this? You have never heard of filking, but you're about to be 
educated if you stay. You hover uncertainly in the door, reading the 

lyrics. 
Rolled 1 � 2: You are drawn back into the foyer by someone from 
dinner to have a quiet chat in a corner about your favourite book. 
People gently come and go. Occasionally someone comes up, not 

saying a word but giving everyone a casual nod hello, and later quietly 
wandering off -5CP

Rolled 3 � 4: Check out the other panel, decide it's not for you. 
Move to the Filking Panel. -10CP 

Rolled 5 � 6: Filking is your thing! Having a ball! This time the 
conversation energizes you! +20CP  



Too Many Options! Let the Dice Decide! 

You want to do several different things at once. Roll your dice and 
see what happens! 

Rolled 1 � 2: Everyone from the panel had such a great time, you all 
move to the Bar or another room to continue the panel. +10CP
Rolled 3 � 4: You have your own hotel room, so invite everyone up 

there. Great fun but you're going to pay! -15CP 
Rolled 5 � 6: You thank everyone for a fantastic time and promise to 
come back the next morning, and also promise to buy one of the 

awesome geeky t-shirts on sale�  0CP 
 

BingBong it's Midnight! 
Did you run out of Conversation Points or did you stay awake for the 

whole con? 
How did you score? 



Thank you 
for playing!

I hope it helped to give you an idea of the many amazing and 
wonderful things that can happen at a convention. 

If you have questions about your convention, don�t hesitate 
to email the committee and ask! 

If you have any questions about my E-Book, 
please email me at info@sarahleeparker.com

If you got this E-Book for free and would like to help out a fellow 
con-goer, check out my webpage at 

www.sarahleeparker.com and throw $3.50 my way!
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